Monster
Monster’s, Inc. Laugh Floor
Magic Kingdom-Tomorrowland
Show Description:
Participate in a live interactive comedy show with some of your favorite characters from
Monsters, Inc. including Mike Wazowski. Mike and his fellow comedians will provide many
interactive opportunities for Guest participation, using classic techniques such as improvisation
and playful teasing.
Character Description:
Buddy /Betty Boil- A loveable oaf of a monster with the wannabe flair of a stand up comedian.
He
"Warms Up" the audience as they enter the theater.

Marty- The little nephew of "Mike" whose voice reflects his boyish energy, charm and
innocence. He has an "eye" for puns.
Script:

BUDDY/BETTY BOIL

BUDDY/BETTY
Hello! I’m Buddy/Betty Boil, one of the funny monsters here at the Laugh Floor. Are you
ready to have a good time?(beat) I said, are you ready to have a good time?
Does everyone know our MC? That’s Monster of Ceremonies. Shout it out!
MARTY WAZOWSKI
MARTY
Hello humans!
Wow! Look at all the humans here. Hey! Raise your hand if you are here!

(beat)

A lot of you humans aren’t all here. Wow. Look at all the kids. Hey, you think it’s tough being a
human kid? Try being a monster kid. My mom really does have eyes in
the back of her head. So I can’t get away with not doing my homework! Yeah, I’ve got a big test
tomorrow, but I know I’ll do okay. It’s an eye exam. And my teacher says I’m her favorite pupil.
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